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Telecommunication mechanisms have been conceptualized simply as links between two points to send
signals. Telecommunication networks are, at present, characterized by clusters of nodes, interconnecting
nodes where information is processed and correctly addressed to the output links. The transmission of
messages was assisted by the first telecommunication networks for telegraphy. Mobile phone networks
were then built to build a physical call circuit set up to connect the source and destination for the entire
duration of the conversation. The networks of today are digital and are focused on the dissemination of
signals arranged in blocks, called packets, which are either routed independently along the nodes or
transmitted from source to destination through a virtual path. On the basis of the network hierarchy,
transmission media are usually distinguished. When a customer of a company has any kind of issue, their
first contact with the company is the call center. They give feedback of their issues to the call center and
the call center’s quality service is so important because the service would determine if the customer’s
issue is resolved and if the customer would continue to do business with the company afterwards.
Deciding an optimum number of operators using key performance index is an important factor in opti-
mizing a communication system. Research carried out show that this optimization can be made using
queuing theory approach. A practical application of optimizing a call center using stochastic queuing
approach is studied in this review. From the research, the optimal number of operators for the call center
was determined for various peak periods considering four performance index measures. The information
gathered shown the importance of using queuing theory model as a deterministic tool for optimizing a
communication system.
� 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the International Confer-
ence on Materials, Processing & Characterization.
1. Introduction

A situation in which customers wait in line to be serviced by a
company is known as a queue [1]. A queue can be applied as inven-
tories in the manufacturing sector or any service that has to do
with interactions with humans. Queuing theory can be applied in
areas like; telecommunications [2], road traffic studies and com-
puter network traffic studies [3]. Communication system was very
suitable for the application of queuing models and theory. Commu-
nication systems can be used in areas like banking, telecommuni-
cation companies, market research agencies, insurance etc [4].
Resources that allows delivery of services via telephones consti-
tutes a call centre. Call durations are random in a call centre,
incoming calls also arrive randomly determined by a stochastic
process while waiting calls may end after a random waiting time,
some employees may not show up at work too due to some ran-
dom reasons, all these implies a call centre can be descried as a
complex queuing system/model [5]. In some unique cases, emer-
gency calls may arrive randomly, and they must be attended to
as soon as possible, for example, in a hospital call centre or the
police call centre. Emergency calls in these cases become top prior-
ity. It is the duty of a manager to determine the optimal number of
operators a call centre must have but it is the duty of the operator
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to manage their stress level thereby leaving an impression to the
customer [6]. The optimal number of operators for a period in a
communication system depends on the number of calls the call
centre receives at a time and the time it takes for an operator to
serve a caller. The key performance index in communication sys-
tems are the service quality level and operational cost. Mostly used
approach in optimizing a call centre is minimization of the opera-
tional cost using the service level as a variable [7]. Duration of a
waiting call before a customer is attended to determine the quality
of service of the company hence, the satisfaction of the customers.
There are a lot of mathematical model that can be applied to opti-
mize a telecommunication system. However, the basic assump-
tions of the mathematical model must align with the operation
of a call centre and its properties [8]. The probability density func-
tion of inter-arrival times is the basis for properly selecting math-
ematical model to describe and analyse a communication
system/call centre. The PDF can be derived if all the data about
the operation of the call centre are accurate and provided for anal-
ysis [9]. A major issue concerning this function is the absence of
expert knowledge in the company, usually in a company the num-
ber of operators used are predicted via rule of thumbs and not nec-
essarily the optimal number of operators [10]. A practical
application on how to optimize a call centre using queuing theory
is reviewed in this paper. The call centre used is a Slovenian
Telecommunication Provider and the data from this provider will
be used to analyse pattern of service and call arrival [11]. From this
suitable mathematical queuing model would be selected to opti-
mize the call centre under study; then, an optimal would be deter-
mined for various peak period using various performance index
measures [12].

1.1. Telecommunication invention

From the development of the telegraph and of the telephone
networks (internet) the significance of media transmission innova-
tions has been unmistakably apparent. Individuals need to connect
consistently [13]. The trading of data of various kinds is today a flat
out need. Broadcast communications favour the improvement of
nations and the dispersion of information, and they are playing
and will assume a vital job in the public. Initially, media transmis-
sion frameworks were essentially considered as connections to
transmit data between two focuses [14]. At present, media trans-
mission frameworks are described by systems with hubs, where
data is prepared and accurately routed to yield joins, interconnect-
ing hubs. The first media transmission systems for telecommunica-
tion bolstered the transmission of messages. At that point, phone
systems were imagined setting up a physical circuit at call set up
to interface source and goal for the entire term of the discussion
[15]. The present systems are computerized and dependent on
the transmission of data sorted out in squares, called bundles,
which are either freely directed along the hubs or sent through a
virtual way from source to goal [16]. Transmission media are nor-
mally separated based on the system progression; specifically, con-
torted sets (copper) or remote transmissions are utilized for the
client get to, though, optical fibres are received in the centre sys-
tem [17]. Media transmission frameworks have arrived at an over-
all dissemination based on the endeavours of global and territorial
normalization bodies, which have accomplished a significant work,
permitting various bits of equipment to interoperate based on
well-defined conventions and organizations. Rather than having a
specific system for each traffic type, the advanced portrayal of data
has made it conceivable to efficiently incorporate diverse traffic
types and afterward benefits (from voice, to video to information
traffic, and so forth.) in a similar system [18]. At present, the sys-
tem of the systems, that is the Internet, has an enormous around
the world expanding dispersion. The result of this amazing proce-
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dure is that the Internet convention has become the paste, binding
together unique system advancements, from portable to fixed and
from earthly to satellite [19]. The focal issue for current media
transmission systems is the arrangement of sight and sound
administrations with worldwide scale network (additionally
including portable clients), ensuring a few Quality of Service
(QoS) prerequisites, and separated relying upon the use of the cli-
ent [20]. System assets are valuable and expensive and must be
efficiently used. Then again, computerized data and information
traffic overall are encountering an exponential development that
speaks to a test to be tended to by the framework fashioner and
the system organizers. In this situation, remote access will assume
a significant job since from 2011 remote associations have outper-
formed broadband wired ones [21]. The plan of present-day sys-
tems requires a profound information on organize attributes,
transmission media types, traffic request measurements, etc. Based
on these qualities, logical strategies can be embraced to decide the
suitable transmission limit of connections, the quantity of connec-
tions, the administration methodology for sharing assets among
traffic classes, etc. [22].
2. Determining the optimal service level of a queuing system

Queues are formed when a server cannot service all the cus-
tomers at once. Usually a queuing system is made up of more than
one service unit, customer’s arrival, and service process. A queue
may lead to increase in the operational costs (waiting cost) [23].
In order to reduce the waiting cost, an optimum service level that
ensures better performance of the system should be implemented.
It should be noted that the operational cost of the call center when
improvements are implemented [24]. Different key performance
indicators can be used to indicate the optimal service level of a
queuing system in a cell center. These measures can be converted
to variables by using a suitable queuing model. The following ele-
ments would determine the mathematical model that would be
chosen [25].

Pattern of Arrival: a lot of queuing model assumes customers
arrive independently and the inter-arrival time is independent
and identically distributed. The population of arrivals in a queuing
system however depends on whether the call center is a limited/-
closed system or open system.

Method of Service: mechanism of service is dependent on the
probability density function of service duration, availability of
the operator and capability of the system. A lot of the queuing
models presumes that customers arrive independently, and the
inter-arrival time is independent and identically distributed [26].

The arrangement of the queue is known as queuing discipline.
These arrangements include Last In First Out (LIFO) and First In
First Out (FIFO), customer selection based on assigned priorities,
random customer selection. In a scenario where there is only one
server/service unit or a parallel and equivalent number of servers
the system is called a simple queuing system [27]. The notations
used to describe PDF of service and inter-arrival duration by a sim-
ple queuing system are : G – a general distribution of time, D – a
deterministic situation, M – a poisson process of the events [28].

Notation M/M/r (infinity/infinity/FIFO): these notations
describe a simple queuing system that has ; r parallel servers,
unlimited queue, unlimited population, FIFO queuing discipline;
while, the inter-arrival duration and service duration are dis-
tributed using Exponential Distribution Function (EDF) [29]. The
system performance index are closed forms in most simple queu-
ing system. In this type of system all the four measures of perfor-
mance are available to determine optimal service level. The
equation below can be used to calculate the waiting time expected
[29].
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The expected customer waiting customers is given by the
expression:
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The probability that customer would have to wait a random
time due to a server being busy is

Pwait ¼ 1
S

rqð Þr
r!

1
1� q

ð3Þ

The condition above is otherwise called the Erlang C recipe [27]
and assumes a significant job in the presentation of phone frame-
works. The administration level is the most widely recognized pro-
portion of nature of the call community administration. It is
characterized by a given percentile of the holding up time appro-
priation, and can be determined by the accompanying articulation:

SL t0ð Þ ¼ P Wq � t0
� � ¼ 1� 1

S
rqð Þr

r! 1� qð Þ expð� 1� qð Þrrt0Þ ð4Þ

The condition (4) gives the drawn-out part of clients whose
holding up time q -W and line is no bigger than a limit t0 [6],
The images utilized in conditions (1) to (4) mean

r: quantity of the servers
a: appearance rate- 1/a is the normal time between the two

progressive appearances
r: administration rate- 1/r is the normal help time
q: traffic power determined as q = a/rr
S: entirety to be determined as follows:

S ¼ 1þ rqþ rqð Þ2
2!

þ � � � þ rqð Þr�1

r � 1ð Þ!þ
ðrqÞr
r!

1
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Eqs. (1) to (4) bode well when the value S < 1. The condition
can be met when q < 1. Condition q < 1ensures that consistent
state circulation exists. In this case the interminable lines are not
framed and the lining framework despite everything works after
a since quite a while ago run. The base number of servers are
expected to fulfill the consistent state condition is the most mini-
mal whole number that satisfy the condition

r >
a
r ð6Þ
2.1. Exploiting simulation for call center optimization

The duty of a communication system manager is to run the sys-
tem at a low operational cost with a high service level. In order to
achieve these contradicting goals, the manager has to optimize the
number of operators/agents, by matching the right skills to the
right peak period so as to deliver service for uncertain demands
that vary with time [24]. Nevertheless, with the high number of
queuing model that can be applied to optimize a call center, the
gap in the performance measure of an ideal call center to a real
time call center is wide. These approaches have one limitation,
they cannot predict randomness. This shows that DES is the most
viable model to optimize a queuing system for accurate real time
performance index modeling as well as being a good decision sup-
port model. As call traffic management increases in complexities,
the need for a good decision support model increases as well as
usage of various channel in communication system operations
[25].

Albeit numerous scientists have just investigated the utilization
of DES in call focus condition, they have not legitimately tended to
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the issues of compelling directing arrangements that frequently
join need rules for the calls and specialists [26]. In particular, the
number and sorts of operators, who handle the calls and the work-
ing timetables of these specialists under limitations on the nature
of administration and on acceptable calendars is one of the primary
improvement issues experienced in dealing with these multi-
aptitude call focuses. Without appropriate DES models, it is excep-
tionally hard for the supervisors to manage such issues and to
investigate ’imagine a scenario where’ situations consistently.
Without such models, administrators cannot imagine the results
of various procedure changes before they are executed [27].
Recently, communication systems have become more pivotal in
business transactions, and has been a medium of employment
for millions of employees and operators around the world and as
well ass been the major medium of interaction with the customers
in many business industries [28]. Communication system has
become a growing area of interest for researchers of operations
management on topics like personal scheduling, queuing, forecast-
ing etc. the challenges that are being tackled by the call centers
managers are becoming more complex as telecommunications
and information technology advances [29]. Domains like market-
ing and sales and human resources management have become
more pivotal in the operations of communication systems and
research in the field. The mode of operations management in call
centers is being reviewed in this paper [30]. This paper main theme
includes new management issues caused by advancement of tech-
nologies, interrelationship between marketing and sales and call
center/communication systems operations, as well as paying
attention to basic areas of research. Most companies are investing
in improving the assistance and information offered to customers.
With the advancement of technologies [31], decrease in the cost of
telecommunications and information technology usage has made
it easier for companies to combine information and data delivery
function, communication with customers are also now less costly
thereby improving operations. There are companies that deal with
the management of the inter arrival calls for companies [33]. They
however only handle incoming calls known as inbound calls.
Inbound calls of a communication system are labor intensive and
the cost of agents who operates the telephones makes up 80% of
the total cost of operations. Call centers operations can take place
in physical locations in different time zones or states or different
regions. Communication systems operations constitute a large part
of the global economy now. It is difficult to get accurate statistics
on inbound calls, however, the Incoming Call Management Insti-
tute (ICMI), keeps a record of published statistics in the industry
by from various sources of origin. [34]. On the basis of the efforts
of international and regional standardization bodies, which have
done an important job, telecommunication systems have entered
a worldwide diffusion, enabling various pieces of technology to
communicate and collaborate on the premise of very well-
defined protocols and formats. The network of communications,
that is, the Internet, has a massive network. Globally increasing
transmission. The consequence of this amazing phase is that, from
mobile to fixed and from terrestrial to satellite, the network layer
has become the cornerstone, binding together numerous network
technologies.
3. Justification

Queuing theory can be applied in various sectors like a) com-
puter network traffic studies b) telecommunications c) road traffic.
Queuing theory is one of the applications of stochastic model the-
ory [24,35,36]. Most literature in the area of queuing theory shows
that Stochastic Model can be used to optimize and analyse how
efficiently the call centres are being used by various companies
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for providing information and assistance to customers and also for
marketing and sales purposes. The mathematical model selected
would determine how relevant and useful the results gotten would
be. The selection for mathematical model could base on the analy-
ses if the probability distribution functions of these variables; ser-
vice duration (call time length) and inter-arrival times (time
between successive calls), and these variables are random in nat-
ure [37]. These parameters can be derived if the data about the
operations of the communication system gathered is accurate
and complete. Modern technologies allow entering of data, events,
and information in the communication system, thereby making
available for the mathematical model analysis the needful data.
Nevertheless, lack of expertise in the application of the data, makes
the optimization of the call centre operations difficult. As stated
earlier the number of operators in a communication system is still
based on rule of thumbs and is usually not the optimum number of
operators per peak period [38,39].

4. Conclusions

Most recent literatures show that waiting time may not only be
the performance index for the level of service quality. Customers
seems to place priority on other measure of performance like; per-
ceived agent behavioral pattern, perceived agent competency, per-
ceived agent friendliness, perceived agent politeness and
resolution on the first call. Therefore, if there is need to consolidate
service quality and customer values, the pdf for optimal service
quality level must be reflected upon. Subsequently, research on
scheduling and adjustment of schedules and schedule flexibility
should be done to effectively allocate personal schedules to call
centers operators for the entirety of the time duration. Another
viable and effective approach for performance modeling is discrete
event simulation and it could be considered too, when optimizing
call center operations.
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